A newly updated Water Board Bible
is now available from Kansas Rural Water Association

Building on the strong foundation
document authored in 1993 by Ellen
Miller and Elmer Ronnebaum, the
"Bible", was reprinted in 1995 and
again in 2010 with minor revisions.
A much more extensive review
and updates in the 2016 printing
were provided by Gary Hanson,
Stumbo Hanson, LLP (ret.).
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KRWA also continues to make its
handbooks available to other state and
national organizations. More than 42,000
copies have been provided.
To obtain copies, contact KRWA,
785.336.3760.

"The Water Board Bible strikes the right tone
with respect to current trends including
diversity in the workforce, open government
and post-Flint regulatory climate as well as the
relationship with the consuming public and
their water supply expectations,"
– Gary Hanson

Funding for the 2016 printing is courtesy of the Kansas Rural Water Finance Authority. The Authority has oﬀered to donate copies
to every rural water district in Kansas, upon such request. The handbook will also be used for board training provided by KRWA.
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By Mark Thomas, GPS Coordinator

Public Water Supply System Portal Helps
to Update RWD Infrastructure

R

ural Water Districts (RWDs) provide an essential
role in delivering safe, potable water to citizens that
are not served by a municipal system. Coverage in
the state has grown from the first system that was developed
in southeast Kansas in the 1950s to today having close to
300 rural water and public wholesale water supply districts
covering a significant part of the eastern two-thirds of
Kansas. Rural water lines are the lifelines for many rural
residents and communities.
Continually tracking the creation of new districts and
district consolidations, the creation of public wholesale
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water supply districts, changes in the interconnections
between systems, boundaries being expanded or modified,
pipelines being replaced or expanded is a daunting task.
In 1992, the Kansas Water Office (KWO) received
funding to develop the first GIS database of RWD
boundaries and major infrastructure. The Kansas
Department of Health and Environment (KDHE) and the
Kansas Rural Water Association (KRWA) collaborated on
the data collection and the 1994 publication of Rural Water
Districts in Kansas.
An update of the database was completed fifteen years
later in 2007. This project employed the use of paper maps
of the 1992 dataset that were marked up by RWD operators,
with onsite assistance by KRWA. Updates were hand-drawn
on the maps and then digitized at the Data Access and
Support Center (DASC). The database is currently available
from DASC and the map products can be accessed via the
KRWA website (krwa.net). The project also included
identification of many system facilities including major
pipelines, points of interconnection, water sources and
storage.
In 2015, KRWA performed an update of RWD boundaries
that solely included districts that either consolidated or were

newly formed districts. This update did
not include any small adjustments made
over the previous eight years, which
more than likely occurred. Without
input from each district throughout the
state, keeping this data up to date is
extremely difficult.
Completed in 2019, the online Portal
will provide the Kanas Water Office
with a mechanism for centralized
storage and management of public water supply-related
documents, contact information, databases, maps, and other
related information. Now completed, staff from KWO,
DASC, and KRWA are also interested in what RWDs might
find useful within this Portal. Feedback from RWDs is
important in maintaining the usefulness and practicality of
the Portal. KWO and DASC will also be present at the 2020
KRWA Conference & Exhibition. Both entities will have a
staffed booth where rural water districts can gain more
information, see the Portal demonstrated live, and even
become registered users of the site.
I want to suggest to RWDs to become familiar with the
Portal. Go to the Portal access at
https://maps.kgs.ku.edu/kwo and register for an account.
You will promptly receive an email stating that you have
been approved by KWO and you can now start reviewing
your boundaries. The Portal Map module contains an
interactive PWS map viewer that allows you to navigate
around the map and even switch basemaps for reference.

I want to suggest to RWDs to become familiar
with the Portal. Go to the Portal access at
https://maps.kgs.ku.edu/kwo
and register for an account.
Associated with the map are a couple of questions to answer
about your boundary. After your updates are submitted,
KWO, KRWA, or DASC staff will contact you to discuss
your boundary updates to ensure your district is accurately
represented.
In the meantime, I am pleased to answer any questions
anyone may have on use of the Portal. Give me a call at the
KRWA office at 785.336.3760 or email to me at
mark@krwa.net. And again, don’t forget, check the Portal
out at the KRWA conference at the Kansas Water Office in
booths # 108 and 109 and DASC immediately adjacent in
booth #110.
Mark Thomas has been a GIS Mapping Tech since
September 2006. Mark has a bachelors degree in
geography from Kansas State University and
has specialized studies in ESRI's ArcView and
ArcPad software.

Support Associate
Members
When a city or rural water
district needs products or
services,

SHOP ASSOCIATES
FIRST
for a current directory, with
contact, e-mail addresses and
Web site information for
Associate Members, check out

www.krwa.net
(under membership)
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